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April 12, 1982

Mr. Wallace Mills
Clerk of the House
House of Representatives
Room 145
State House
Boston, MA 02133

Dear Mr. Mills:

In accordance with the provisions of M.G.L. Chapter 111 section 142J,
I hereby submit proposed regulations on clauses (d), (e), and (f) of
said section 142J. Section 142 J is that part of the enabling act for
the vehicle inspection and maintenance (I/M) program which describes the
Department's responsibilities in this matter.

Also in accordance with the provisions of said section 142J, I hereby
indicate that timely public notification, as prescribed by M.G.L. c. 30A,
has been given through newspaper legal notices and by sending copies of
the same notice to all interested and concerned individuals, as well as
proper notification to the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Very truly yours,

t>
/ Anthony D. Cortese, Sc.D. /
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SUMMARY OF
AND

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR
PROPOSED REGULATIONS

C3lO CMR 7.20)
BACKGROUND

In the 1977 amendments to the Federal Clean Air Act, the Congress
of the United States required those states which exceeded, and would
continue to exceed by 1982, the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
for Carbon Monoxide (CO) or Ozone to enact an emissions Inspection and
maintenance (I/M) program and thereby demonstrate attainment of the
national standard by 1987. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, in
response to this requirement, enacted chapter 761 of the Acts of
1979. The I/M enabling act empowers the Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering and the Registry of Motor Vehicles to work in
partnership in its implementation.

I/M is considered an important means of achieving significant
emission reductions in emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons -

major quantities of which are produced by motor vehicles. I/M is an
air pollution control strategy that will affect virtually every
household in the Commonwealth. The program replaces the existing
semi-annual safety Inspection with an annual combined safety and
emissions Inspection.

The Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Phase I regulations
(310 CMR 7.20) are being proposed at this time. They Include the
requirements related to the emission analyzer approval process, while
Phase II regulations (310 CMR 7.21) will cover all of the other Motor
Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance requirements. Phase II regulations
will be proposed later this year.

The program requirements of chapter 761 authorize the
Commissioner of DEQE to establish regulations concerning an approved
emission analyzer as well as associated functions such as calibration,
maintenance, data processing, and inspector certification. While
legislation requesting an extension, from January, 1982 to April,
1983, was filed in the last legislative session, it did not pass.
The bill will be reflled and is expected to pass in this legislative
session. The EPA has granted a preliminary approval of the extension
request. The determining factor for seeking the April 1, 1983
deadline was the relatively short lead-time needed by the Department
to select a manufacturer of approved analyzers and enter into a
subsequent contract as expeditiously as possible in order to allow the
manufacturer to develop, produce and deliver, and provide training on
the analyzers. In order to permit such prompt selection the
Department intends to promulgate these regulations as quickly as
possible consistent with sound and reasonable review of the issues.
Accordingly, this schedule is geared to a revised program start-date
of April 1 , 1983.

MAINTENANCE AND CALIBRATION

The Department is proposing to adopt regulations which would
establish maintenance and calibration procedures in conformance with
the particular analyzer chosen for use in the Commonwealth's I/Mprogram. Detailed maintenance and calibration procedures areanalyzer-specific and the Department cannot itemize these procedures

INTRODUCTION
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prior to formally selecting an analyzer manufacturer which produces
the approved analyzer. The Department's overall plan calls for the
periodic maintenance and calibration of emission analyzers by themanufacturer consistent with procedures as determined by theDepartment.

DATA PROCESSING

The Department is also proposing to adopt regulations which wouldestablish data processing requirements to maintain quality assuranceas well as monitor the progress of the program and thereby provide
information to help the Department to choose policy options.

EMISSION ANALYZER

The Department is proposing to adopt regulations which would give
authority to the Commissioner to select and enter into a contract with
a single analyzer manufacturer and thereby supply the Commonwealth's
inspection stations with a standard and uniform gas-analyzing
instrument that renders measurement decisions on a consistent and
accurate basis.

INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION

Authority to establish a certification program for all inspectors
who will conduct emissions testing is also being proposed. The
Department is planning to utilize the services of the analyzer
manufacturer in training prospective inspectors in the operation of
the analyzer. The Department feels that training and re-training by
the manufacture's field service force can best be accomplished by
those who manufacture the instrument and who are responsible for its
periodic maintenance. The Department expects to monitor the
performance of the manufacturer throughout the certification process.

PROPOSED REGULATIONS

310 CMR 7.20

7.20 Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance: Emission Analyzer
Approval Process

It Ts the intent of this section to set forth the
requirements for designation of the approved emission
analyzer in the Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Inspection and
Maintenance program and for the activities associated with
the approved emission analyzer such as maintenance, data
processing, training of inspectors and quality assurance.

(2) Emission Analyzer Selection.
(a) The Commissioner shall select a single emission
analyzer which best meets the requirements set forth in
this section and such additional requirements as he may
prescribe. The Commissioner shall at the same time
designate a single approved supplier of the approved
emission analyzer. The names of both the approved
analyzer and approved supplier shall be published as
part of these regulations. All certified inspection
stations in the state shall use the approved emission
analyzer.

(1) Introduction.
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(b) The Commissioner is authorized to enter into a
contractural agreement on behalf of the Commonwealth
with the approved supplier of emission analyzers. Prior
to the sale or lease of any emission analyzers by the
approved supplier, such a contractural agreement shall
be executed. The contract shall be designed to
guarantee the performance of the inspection and
maintenance program, and shall encompass all of the
technical requirements described in (3) below.

(c) The approved supplier of emission analyzers shall
provide a performance bond in an amount designated by
the Commissioner. Such bond shall be available to the
Commonwealth in the amount necessary in the event
damages are suffered by the Commonwealth due to the
non-performance, default or substantial failure to
comply with any portion of the contract.

(3) Technical and Program Requirements for Emission Analyzer
Bidder's':
(a) All proposals requesting designation as the
approved supplier of emission analyzers shall contain
the following information:

(1) A detailed description of the emission
analyzer and data processing system, and
discussion of the capabilities and procedures
for the use, maintenance, and calibration of
the analyzer.

(2) A copy of the proposed emission analyzer
warranty and service contract, including a
description of the servicing network to be
established within the state.

(3) A detailed description of the proposed training
program for inspection station owners and all
certified inspectors.

(4) A schedule for manufacturing and distributing
emission analyzers to participating inspection
stations and a training schedule so as to
assure an April 1, 1983 program start.

(5) A detailed description of any program
requirements which will be subcontracted to
another firm subject to Department approval.

(6) A current and detailed financial statement
describing the bidder's financial ability to
carry out all applicable elements of the
emission analyzer program.

(7) A description of all similar previous and
current emission analyzer program contracts
awarded in any state to the bidder.

(8) Such other material or information as the
Department may require.

(b) The Department has the right to disqualify any
bidder(s) at any time before or after the award and
signing of a contract based on evidence of collusion
with intent to defraud, or other illegal activities and
practices, upon the part of such bidder(s).
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(c) A bid security, in an amount determined by the
Department, shall be required as a guarantee that the
winning bidder will enter into the contract with the
Commonwealth and will furnish a performance bond in an
amount determined by the Department. The bid securityof the successful bidder shall be returned upon
acceptance of the performance bond and the execution of
the contract.

(d) The technical content of each bidder's proposal
shall be held in confidence by the Department due to the
proprietary nature of the equipment and no detail of any
proposal shall be divulged to any other bidder prior to
the award of a contract except the financial bid
proposal.

(e) The winning bidder shall be bound until March 31,1983, to sell and/or lease exhaust emissions analyzers
to licensed inspection stations and/or the Commonwealth
or any of its subdivisions at the per unit lease and
purchase price submitted in the accepted financial bid
proposal. The winning . bidder, in addition, will be
bound, until March 31, 1984 or one year from the date a
contract is signed between the contractor and a licensed
inspection station, whichever is sooner, to offer a
separate contract for maintenance and for data
collection, conversion and transfer to licensed
inspection stations and to the Commonwealth or any of
its subdivisions, at the per unit cost submitted in the
accepted financial bid proposal. The per unit emission
analyzer price, and annual service and maintenance
prive, in any succeeding year shall be governed by a
mutually acceptable clause in the award contract. Such
clause shall not permit a price increase to exceed the
percentage rise in the Consumer Price Index as defined
in 310 CMR 7.00, for the previous year unless extreme
and unusual circumstances are demonstrated to the
Department's satisfaction. Any proposal for a price
increase greater than the Consumer Price Index for the
previous year shall be the subject of a public hearing
conducted by the Department.

(f) Prior to selling or leasing any emission analyzers,
the winning bidder shall commit to selling and/or
leasing, as well as maintaining, calibrating, servicing
and providing data processing services for emission
analyzers to licensed inspection stations within the
state for at least five (5) years from commencement of
the program.

(g) The approved supplier of emission analyzers shall
participate in outreach measures as the Department may
require, such as public awareness and mechanic training
programs.

(h) A certification program for all inspectors who will
conduct emission testing shall be established by the
Department to insure that each inspector will understand
all emission testing procedures and quality control
measures.
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(4) Selected Emission Analyzer.
Xas Based on i comprehensive review of information
submitted pursuant to the requirements set out above in
this section, the Commissioner hereby publishes the list
of approved emission analyzer(s), as required by M.G.L.
c.lll § 142J(e) and designates the supplier, pursuant to
subsection (2) above:

(1) The Massachusetts Computerized Vehicle
Inspection System manufactured and supplied by
Hamilton Test Systems Inc.

7.20 Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance: Emission Analyzer
Approval Process

The following definitions are to be added to the general definitions
section of the air regulation 310 CMR 7.00.
"Bidder" - means any person, proprietor, or corporation which requests
through procedures deemed appropriate by the Commonwealth's Purchasing
Agent to be designated by the Commissioner as an emissions analyzer
supplier.

"Certified inspection station" - means a proprietorship, partnership
or corporation equipped with an approved emission analyzer and
licensed by the Registry of Motor Vehicles to perform safety and
exhaust emissions inspections on motor vehicles.

"Emission Analyzer" - means a device that measures the concentration
of pollutants in motor vehicle exhaust.

"Performance bond" - means a bond supplied by a winning bidder to be
held by the Commonwealth for the duration of an award contract and
used by the Commonwealth in the event damages are suffered due to non-
performance or default.

"Bid security" - means a deposit which insures that a winning bidder
will enter into a contract with the Commonwealth.

"Consumer Price Index" - means, in reference to the emission analyzer,
the annual percentage change in the durable goods component of the
Boston Consumer Price Index; in reference to the annual maintenance
and service contract, the annual percentage change in the services
component listed within the Community and Service Groups subsection of
the Boston Consumer Price Index, calculated by the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics for all urban consumers using 1967 as the
standard reference based period.
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